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Affective neuroscience has been strongly influenced by the view that a ‘feeling’ is the perception of somatic changes and has
consequently often neglected the neural mechanisms that underlie the integration of somatic and other information in affective
experience. Here, we investigate affective processing by means of functional magnetic resonance imaging in nine cortically blind
patients. In these patients, unilateral postgeniculate lesions prevent primary cortical visual processing in part of the visual field
which, as a result, becomes subjectively blind. Residual subcortical processing of visual information, however, is assumed to
occur in the entire visual field. As we have reported earlier, these patients show significant startle reflex potentiation when a
threat-related visual stimulus is shown in their blind visual field. Critically, this was associated with an increase of brain activity
in somatosensory-related areas, and an increase in experienced negative affect. Here, we investigated the patients’ response
when the visual stimulus was shown in the sighted visual field, that is, when it was visible and cortically processed. Despite the
fact that startle reflex potentiation was similar in the blind and sighted visual field, patients reported significantly less negative
affect during stimulation of the sighted visual field. In other words, when the visual stimulus was visible and received full
cortical processing, the patients’ phenomenal experience of affect did not closely reflect somatic changes. This decoupling of
phenomenal affective experience and somatic changes was associated with an increase of activity in the left ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex and a decrease of affect-related somatosensory activity. Moreover, patients who showed stronger left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex activity tended to show a stronger decrease of affect-related somatosensory activity. Our findings
show that similar affective somatic changes can be associated with different phenomenal experiences of affect, depending on
the depth of cortical processing. They are in line with a model in which the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is a relay station that
integrates information about subcortically triggered somatic responses and information resulting from in-depth cortical stimulus
processing. Tentatively, we suggest that the observed decoupling of somatic responses and experienced affect, and the reduction
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When seeing outweighs feeling: a role for
prefrontal cortex in passive control of negative
affect in blindsight
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of negative phenomenal experience, can be explained by a left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex-mediated inhibition of affect-related
somatosensory activity.

Keywords: emotion; phenomenal experience; affective feeling; startle reflex potentiation; ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Abbreviations: BVF = blind visual field; fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging; SCR = skin conductance response;

Introduction
Human emotions are complex phenomena. According to most
theorists, emotions comprise multiple somatic and behavioural
responses that are associated with a phenomenal experience of
affect (for review, see Kleinginna and Kleinginna, 1981). These
responses require different levels of cortical stimulus processing.
For example, when cortical processing of emotional visual stimuli
is reduced by backward masking (Macknik and Livingstone, 1998),
these stimuli can still elicit affective somatic responses. Subjects
show increased skin conductance responses (SCRs) to masked
fear-conditioned visual stimuli (Esteves et al., 1994) and covert
facial mimicry to masked fearful faces (Dimberg et al., 2000).
At the behavioural level, drinking behaviour can be modulated
by masked angry or happy faces (Winkielman et al., 2005).
Invisible visual stimuli can also affect judgements of visible stimuli.
For example, masked fearful or happy faces shown in one visual
hemifield can influence reaction times to visible congruent or incongruent faces shown simultaneously in the other visual hemifield
(Tamietto and de Gelder, 2008). Similarly, masked fearful or
happy faces can influence affective judgements of subsequently
presented meaningless ideographs (Murphy and Zajonc, 1993;
Murphy et al., 1995).
Evidence for affective responses to visual stimuli in the complete
absence of early cortical stimulus processing comes from studies in
cortically blind patients. In these patients, cortical processing
of visual stimuli is altered due to unilateral postgeniculate
disconnection or destruction of primary visual cortex, while the
retina and retino-tectal projections remain largely intact.
Although these patients deny any visual sensation in the affected
part of their visual field, they respond affectively to emotional
stimuli shown in their blind field. These responses include somatic
response such as startle reflex potentiation (Hamm et al., 2003;
Anders et al., 2004a), behavioural responses such as above chance
discrimination of emotional facial expressions or gestures in forced
choice paradigms (de Gelder et al., 1999; Pegna et al., 2005; de
Gelder and Hadjikhani, 2006), and judgements of simultaneously
presented visible stimuli (de Gelder et al., 2001, 2005).
Currently, it is unclear how such somatic and behavioural
affective responses, without in-depth cortical stimulus processing,
relate to phenomenal affective experience. One of the most
influential theories in affective neuroscience postulates that
changes (or in fact any emotional response that can be assumed
to be associated with somatic changes) should always be associated with an experience of affect, independent of the context.
More recent theories of emotion assume that phenomenal
emotional experiences are a result of integration of information
from different internal and external sources (e.g. Russell, 2003;

Scherer, 2005). Thus, similar somatic changes could be associated
with different emotional experiences, depending on the context.
Empirical evidence concerning the dependence between somatic
changes and affective experience is ambiguous. In an early study,
Schachter and Singer (1962) showed that sympathetic arousal can
be perceived as either positive or negative affect; depending on
the information subjects were given. On the other hand, Robles
et al. (1987) found that masked threat- or joy-related stimuli
inserted into a neutral movie influenced the subjects’ self-reported
affect, suggesting that invisible stimuli can modify phenomenal
affective experience even in the presence of competing information. Masking other studies, however, report a dissociation of
behavioural responses and self-reported affect. For example, in
the study by Winkielman (2005), participants reported no changes
of affect when they were exposed to masked happy or angry faces
although these stimuli influenced their consumption behaviour.
Finally, there is evidence that the degree to which information
resulting from subcortical processing modulates emotional
responses, and reaches awareness, depends on the level of
concurrent cortical processing. Jolij and Lamme (2005) exposed
subjects to very brief presentations of happy or sad faces. The
depth of cortical processing of these stimuli was modulated by
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over primary visual
cortex at variable delays. They found that participants could
report the valence of the affective face only if TMS abolished
cortical processing.
Here, we report a case of decoupling of somatic responses and
affective experience in cortically blind patients. Because of their
lesions to the visual cortical pathway, these patients provide a rare
model to study the relation between somatic responses and
phenomenal experience of affect under two conditions: in the
absence versus presence of stimulus information resulting from
in-depth cortical processing. Affective somatic responses to visual
stimuli presented in the blind visual field (BVF) of these patients are
assumed to be mediated by a subcortical retino-tecto-thalamic
route to the amygdala (Rosen et al., 1992; Morris et al., 1997;
Linke et al., 1999; Morris et al., 1999, 2001; Pegna et al., 2005),
a pathway that has also been termed the ‘quick-and-dirty pathway’.
Visual stimuli presented in the sighted visual field (SVF) of these
patients are also assumed to be processed via the subcortical
pathway, but at the same time, they are processed via the retinogeniculo-cortical pathway that subserves and in-depth cortical
visual processing phenomenal visual experience.
We investigated affective processing in a group of nine cortically
blind patients. In the first part of this study we showed that, in line
with the presumption that somatic responses to visual stimuli
can be mediated via the subcortical pathway, these patients
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SVF = sighted visual field; VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex

Decoupling of somatic responses and affective feeling

Materials and methods
Subjects
Nine patients with postgeniculate lesions resulting in partial deafferentiation or destruction of left (n = 3) or right (n = 6) striate cortex
participated in the study. High resolution T1 and diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance images confirmed lesions corresponding to visual
field defects identified by automated Tübinger perimetry (TAP) or
manual perimetry in all patients. Details of lesions are given in
Table 1 and Fig. 1. Patients were informed that they would be
shown a face in their BVF and SVF and that they should pay attention
to their emotional feelings even if they could not see anything.
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All patients gave written informed consent before participation, and
the study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Experimental design
Patients underwent six functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
runs during which they lay supine on the scanner couch and fixated
a crosshair through a head-coil-mounted mirror. Stimuli were backprojected on a translucent screen mounted at the end of the scanner
couch, and luminance during blank screen baseline and visual
stimulation was matched. Additionally, the inside of the scanner
and head coil were covered with black cardboard to prevent light
scatter. The visual stimulus was a high-contrast, low-frequency
greyscale image of a bearded male face adapted to satisfy the
residual capacities within cortical visual field defects (e.g. Sahraie
et al., 2008). During a 12 s stimulus presentation time the face
expanded, from 0 visual angle to a size that was individually adjusted
to the size of the absolute visual field defect of each patient as
revealed by perimetry (approximately 6  8.5 ). A single
visual stimulus was used for habituation and pairing because
we did not want to make any a priori assumptions about visual
discrimination in the blind field.
The face appeared pseudorandomly 11 left or right to the fixation
cross, with an intertrial interval of 24, 32, or 40 s and an additional
jittering of 1s relative to scan onset (Fig. 2). Scanning was divided into
two habituation runs and four pairing runs. During each run, the face
was shown four times in the subject’s cortically BVF, and four times in
the SVF). In pairing runs, half of the face presentations in either visual
field terminated with an unpleasant human scream, which was applied
through fMRI compatible headphones (Baumgart et al., 1998)
and individually adjusted in loudness to be unpleasant but not
painful. Habituation trials served as baseline to control for unspecific
effects due to face presentation. White noise startle probes
were delivered during half of the blank screen baseline intervals
(9 or 10 s after stimulus offset) and half of the face presentations
(6 or 7 s after stimulus onset). Previous research showed that this
design leads to a significant increase of brain activity, startle reflex
potentiation, SCRs, and self-reported negative affect and arousal in

Table 1 Clinical data
Patient

Sex

Age
(years)

Handedness

Aetiology

Time
(years)

Lesioned structures

Perimetry

Coll

LGN

Rad

Str

Exstr

1

m

46

r

Posterior infarct

410

0

0

0

+

0

2

f

49

(r)

Posterior infarct

2

0

0

0

+

0

3

m

67

r

Posterior infarct

3

0

+

+

+

0

4

m

50

r

Multiple embolic infarcts

6

0

0

0

+

0

5

m

64

r

Trauma

410

0

+

+

0

0

6

m

31

(r)

Tumour resection

9

0

+

+

0

0

7

m

34

r

Tumour resection

5

0

+

+

+

0

8

f

35

r

Encephalitis, Atrophy

410

0

+

+

+

+

9

f

60

r

Malformation

410

0

+

+

0

0

r = right handed; (r) = relearned right handed; Time = time since lesion; Coll = superior colliculus; LGN = lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus; Rad = optic radiation; Str
= striate cortex; Exstr = extrastriate visual cortex, 0 intact, + lesioned (as assessed by neuroradiological examination of T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted MR images).
Visual field defects were assessed with TAP except in Patient 5 for whom manual perimetry was used (left is left).
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show significant startle reflex potentiation when a visual stimulus
that had previously been paired with an unpleasant scream is
shown in their BVF. Critically, during blind field stimulation, this
affective somatic response was associated with increased brain
activity in somatosensory-related cortex, and an increase of selfreported negative affect (Anders et al., 2004a). Here we investigated the relation between somatic responses and phenomenal
experience of affect when the stimulus was presented in the
sighted field, that is, when it was visible and received full cortical
processing. To anticipate our findings, we found a decoupling of
somatic responses and phenomenal experience of affect during
stimulation of the SVF. This was associated with an increase of
brain activity in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and
a decrease of brain activity in somatosensory-related cortex.
As the VLPFC has previously been associated with information
integration (Prabhakaran et al., 2000) and control of affect
(Ochsner and Gross, 2005), we further investigated the relation
between somatic responses, VLPFC activity and affect-related
somatosensory activity. On the basis of these findings we suggest
a model of VLPFC-mediated passive suppression of affect.

Brain 2009: 132; 3021–3031
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Figure 2 Experimental design. The visual stimulus (a grey-scale male face) was presented in the SVF and BVF of nine cortically blind
patients (first/second row). In habituation runs, which served as a baseline, the visual stimulus was always shown alone. In pairing runs,
half of the visual stimulus presentations ended with an unpleasant human scream (third row). Each patient participated in two
habituation runs and four pairing runs (only one of each is shown).
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Figure 1 Anatomical sections (Patients 1–4 with infarction of the primary visual cortex) or fractional diffusion anisotropy maps
(Patients 5–9 with lesions affecting the optic radiation) showing the lesion of each patient. Arrows indicate lesions. Left is left.

Decoupling of somatic responses and affective feeling
healthy controls during pairing trials compared to habituation trials
(Anders et al., 2005).

Data acquisition

Analysis of somatic responses and
self-reported affect
Startle eye blink data were digitized at 1000 Hz, temporally smoothed
[Gaussian kernel 10 ms full width at half maximum (FWHM)] and
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visually inspected for artefacts. In addition to the subjects/trials that
were excluded because of unstable fixation (see above), three subjects
did not tolerate startle probe intensities that reliably elicited startle
reflexes, and 37% of the trials of the remaining subjects had to be
discarded because time series did not show an approximately Gaussian
shape (Table 2). For the remaining trials, eye blink amplitudes were
determined as the maximal differential voltage between 21 and
150 ms after startle probe onset, relative to the mean of a 20 ms
baseline beginning with startle probe onset (Anders et al., 2004b).
Eye blink amplitudes of each run were scaled to the average eye
blink amplitude during blank screen baseline during that run to allow
for sensor drifts and non-specific effects due to scream delivery and
habituation across runs. Finally, to derive a measure of startle reflex
potentiation due to pairing, startle eye blink amplitudes during pairing
runs were contrasted with startle eye blink amplitudes during
habituation runs (Anders et al., 2005).
Skin conductance data were temporally smoothed (1 s FWHM). SCR
amplitudes were determined as the log transformed {ln[SCR (mS) + 1]}
largest change in conductance between 9 s before and 1 s after picture
onset (baseline) and between 1 s and 10 s after picture onset (Lang
et al., 1993). Because of recording errors, no skin conductance data
were obtained from two subjects (Table 2). Trials during which no SCR
was observed (amplitudes50.05 mS) were not included in the final
analysis (roughly 50% of trials). SCR amplitudes of each run were
subtracted with SCR amplitudes during blank screen baseline of that
run to remove non-specific effects due to scream delivery and habituation effects across runs. As for eyeblink amplitudes, differential SCR
during pairing runs were contrasted with differential SCR during
habituation runs to derive a measure of SCR increase during pairing
(Anders et al., 2005).
Finally, affect rating ratings during face presentations obtained after
each run were subtracted with affect ratings during blank screen
baseline after that run, and differential ratings during pairing runs
were contrasted with differential ratings during habituation runs.
Paired t-tests were used to compare somatic responses during
face presentations in the SVF and BVF. Because of the larger variability
of self-reports during SVF than during BVF stimulation we used the
non-parametric McNemar test of significance of change to compare
self-reported affect during stimulus presentation in the SVF and BVF.

Table 2 Number of trials included in each analysis
Patient

fMRI data
n = 32a

Startle data face/baseline
n = 24/n = 24b

SCR data face/baseline
n = 48/n = 24c

Self-report face/baseline
n = 24/n = 12d

1
2
3
4
5e
6f
7
8g
9

32
32
28
32
25
28
32
–
32

8/9
–
17/19
22/22
–
14/12
10/9
–
–

48/24
–
40/20
48/24
41/24
44/24
48/24
–
–

24/12
24/12
20/10
24/12
24/12
24/12
24/12
24/12
24/12

The whole experiment included 48 trials (2 x 8 habituation trials and 4  8 pairing trials, see Fig. 2).
a Total number of trials available for fMRI data analysis (4  4 pairing trials that were followed by the scream were not included in the fMRI data analysis).
b Total number of trials available for startle analysis (startle probes were delivered in half of all trials, and half of all baseline intervals).
c Total number of trials available for SCR analysis (all trials and half of the preceding baselines intervals were included in the SCR analysis).
d Total number of trials available for analysis of self-report (each of the six runs was followed by four face presentations and two blank screen presentations).
f fMRI and physiological data of seven blind field trials were excluded because of instable eye gaze fixation.
e fMRI and physiological data of four blind field trials were excluded because of instable eye gaze fixation.
g All fMRI and physiological data were excluded because of instable eye gaze fixation.
See ‘Materials and methods’ for details.
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Sixty-four T2*-weighted echoplanar images (1.5 Tesla Magnetom
Vision, Siemens, Germany, 44 coronal slices, slice thickness
3 + 1.5 mm gap, 56  64 voxels, in plane resolution 3  3 mm2,
TE 33 ms, TR 4 s) were acquired during each run. Each run was
preceded by five scans which were not included in the analysis to
allow for T1 saturation.
Startle eyeblink amplitudes were recorded with infrared oculography
(Kimmig et al., 1999; Anders et al., 2004b). Skin conductance was
recorded with commercial MRI compatible equipment (Vitaport II,
Becker Meditec, Karlsruhe, Germany) using standard Ag/AgCl electrodes affixed to the skin surface underneath the M. abductor hallucis
of the left foot halfway between phalanx and calcaneus.
After each run, subjects rated their feelings during two additional
face presentations in each hemifield and to two randomly intermixed
blank screen presentations. Nine-point self-assessment manikins for
valence and arousal (SAM; Bradley and Lang, 1994) were shown
after each trial, and subjects chose the number underneath the scale
that corresponded best to their affective experience during that trial
(valence, 1 = very unpleasant to 9 = very pleasant; arousal, 1 = very
calm to 9 = very excited).
Eye gaze fixation was controlled throughout the experiment with
infrared oculography. Functional MRI data and physiological recordings of one patient, of four trials of a second patient and of seven trials
of a third patient were excluded because saccades during blind field
stimulation led to an overlap of the foveal sparing of the patient and
the visual stimulus (Table 2).
All analyses used the same data processing as in Anders et al.
(2004a).

Brain 2009: 132; 3021–3031
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To test for correlations between somatic responses and brain activity,
startle eye blink amplitudes were rank-transformed.

Analysis of fMRI data

Results
Data yield
An overview of neuroimaging, somatic and self-report data
obtained from each patient is given in Table 2.

Somatic responses and self-reported
affect
Startle potentiation did not differ during stimulation of the SVF
and the BVF (T = 0.7, df = 4, P40.50, Fig. 3). Post hoc analysis

Figure 3 Startle reflex potentiation and self-reported negative
affect during stimulation of the BVF and SVF. Negative affect
values indicate more negative affect. Responses during pairing
runs are subtracted with responses during habituation runs.
Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. The asterisk
indicates a significant difference between stimulation of the
SVF and the BVF.

revealed that startle eyeblink amplitudes were significantly
increased during pairing compared to habituation runs during
both BVF (T = 2.4, df = 4, P50.05) and SVF (T = 3.3, df = 4,
P50.05) stimulation.
However, patients reported significantly less negative affect
during stimulation of the SVF than during stimulation of the BVF
(McNemar 2 = 4, df = 1, P50.05, Fig. 3). Furthermore, post hoc
analysis revealed that during stimulation of the SVF self-reported
negative affect did not increase from habituation to pairing, not
even at trend level (T = 0.9, df = 8). Thus, despite similar somatic
responses, patients showed a reduction of negative affective
experience during stimulation of the SVF compared to the BVF.
No significant effects were observed in SCR amplitudes and
self-reported arousal.

Brain activity
In the whole brain analysis, significantly stronger pairing-induced
brain activity during stimulation of the SVF than during stimulation
of the BVF was observed in the left VLPFC [cluster size = 9 voxels,
peak T = 13.6, peak MNI coordinates x = 27, y = 42, z = 18, corresponding to the middle frontal gyrus and BA 46 (Eickhoff et al.,
2005), Fig. 4]. Pairing resulted in an increase of VLPFC activity
during stimulation of the SVF and a decrease of VLPFC activity
during stimulation of the BVF. In the whole brain analysis, we
detected no region that showed less activity during stimulation
of the SVF than during stimulation of the BVF.
Subsequent region of interest (ROI) analysis of brain activity in
the parietal somatosensory-related region that showed significant
pairing-induced activity during blind field stimulation (MNI coordinates x = 42, y = 42, z = 45, Anders et al., 2004a) revealed
an effect opposite to that observed in the VLPFC. In this region,
pairing-induced activity was significantly weaker during stimulation of the SVF than during stimulation of the BVF (T = 6.7,
df = 7, P50.001, uncorrected, Fig. 4).
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Functional MRI data were analysed with SPM99 (Wellcome Trust
Centre of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Preprocessing included
3D motion correction, slice acquisition time correction, normalization
into MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute), spatial smoothing
(FWHM 12 mm), and temporal filtering (high pass cut off period
78 s, low pass kernel FWHM 4 s). A linear model was used to estimate
BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) signal amplitudes during face
presentations for each subject. These models included one regressor to
model face presentations that were not followed by the scream, one
regressor to model face presentations that were followed by the
scream (pairing runs only), and two additional regressors that modelled
startle probe delivery and scream presentations (pairing runs only) per
run. All BOLD signals were modelled as box car functions representing
stimulus onset and duration convolved with a synthetic haemodynamic
response function as implemented in SPM99. Additionally, estimated
head movements were included as regressors in each model. Linear
combinations of parameter estimates representing average BOLD
signals during face presentations were calculated separately for habituation runs and pairing runs, and for the BVF and SVF of each subject
(BVF contrasts are identical to those reported in Anders et al., 2004a).
Only face presentations that were not followed by the scream were
included in these contrasts. To obtain effects due to pairing for
each visual field, average parameter estimates during pairing and
habituation runs were subtracted.
These contrasts were then entered into a paired t-test to test for
differences between SVF and BVF stimulation. The resulting statistical
parametric map (SPM) was thresholded at T = 7.1 (corresponding to an
uncorrected voxel-wise probability of error of P = 0.0001). To be
classified as significant, clusters had to comprise at least five contiguous voxels [corresponding to P = 0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons (Worsley et al., 1996)]. A subsequent region of interest
(ROI) analysis assessed whether brain activity in the parietal somatosensory region, that showed a significant increase of activity during
BVF stimulation (Anders et al., 2004a), would show a significantly
smaller increase during stimulation of the SVF. For this analysis,
the parameter estimates described above were extracted from the
most significantly activated voxel during BVF stimulation, and
differences between SVF and BVF stimulation were assessed with
a paired t-test. Correlation analyses were based on parameter
estimates extracted from the most significantly activated voxel in the
VLPFC.

Decoupling of somatic responses and affective feeling
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Correlation analyses
VLPFC and startle reflex potentiation
The first question concerning the role of VLPFC in integration of
somatic information and information resulting from in-depth
cortical stimulus processing was whether this region would show
a sensitivity to startle reflex potentiation, and whether this sensitivity would be increased during stimulation of the SVF, which
would indicate a role of the VLPFC in monitoring and weighting
somatic information. To test this, we regressed VLPFC activity
during stimulation of the SVF and BVF onto startle reflex
potentiation and tested for an interaction between visual field
and startle reflex potentiation. Startle reflex potentiation during
BVF stimulation was used as regressor in both cases because we
reasoned that this would be a better measure of subcortically
triggered responses than startle reflex potentiation during stimulation of the SVF (which might have been modulated by cortical
afferents). There was a significant positive correlation between
VLPFC activity and startle reflex potentiation across subjects in
both visual fields (SVF, r = 0.90, T = 3.7, df = 3, P = 0.02; BVF,
r = 0.84, T = 2.7, df = 3, P = 0.04, Fig. 5) that tended to be stronger
during stimulation of the SVF than during stimulation of the BVF

(slope SVF versus slope BVF T = 1.8, df = 3, P = 0.08). Thus, the
VLPFC was sensitive to subcortically triggered startle potentiation,
and this sensitivity tended to be enhanced during face presentations in the SVF.

VLPFC and somatosensory activity
The second question concerning the VLPFC was whether the
observed negative relation between VLPFC activity and affectrelated somatosensory activity across conditions would also be
observed across subjects. This would further support an inhibitory
influence between the VLPFC and affect-related somatosensory
activity. Because correlations between VLPFC and affect-related
somatosensory activity did not differ between visual fields
[z(rSVF rBVF) = 1.06, df = 6, P = 0.28, two-tailed], we merged
data across both visual fields. This revealed a trend for a negative
correlation between VLPFC and affect-related somatosensory
activity across subjects (r = 0.52, T = 1.5, df = 6, P = 0.09, Fig. 5).

Discussion
The current study investigated the relation between somatic
responses and phenomenal experience of affect in nine cortically
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Figure 4 (A) Random effects statistical parametric map (SPM) showing a significantly stronger increase of BOLD activity during
stimulation of the SVF than during stimulation of the BVF in the left VLPFC. The SPM is thresholded at a voxel-wise probability of false
positives of P = 0.0001 and an extent threshold of five contiguous voxels (corresponding to P50.05 corrected for multiple comparison
across the whole volume), and shown as surface projection and superimposed on coronal and axial sections of a standard brain (left is
left). (B) Bar charts showing VLPFC and affect-related somatosensory activity during stimulation of the SVF and BVF. All responses
during pairing runs are subtracted with responses during habituation runs. Affect-related somatosensory activity was extracted from the
most significantly activated voxel in a region that showed significant pairing-induced activity during blind field stimulation (indicated by
the red circle in A, MNI coordinates x = –42, y = –42, z = 45; Anders et al., 2004a). Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
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blind patients. Although these patients showed similar somatic
responses (startle potentiation) when a threat-related face was
shown in their BVF or SVF, they reported significantly less negative
affect when the stimulus was shown in their SVF. In other words,
when the stimulus was visible and received full cortical processing
the patients’ reported phenomenal experience of affect did not
closely reflect somatic changes. This is reminiscent of a study in
healthy subjects in which the subjects’ ability to discriminate
between happy and sad faces under conditions of poor stimulus
visibility depended on the level of cortical processing: only if
cortical processing was reduced, subjects could discriminate
positive and negative affect (Jolij and Lamme, 2005).
In the current study, the decoupling of phenomenal experience
and somatic changes was associated with an increase of activity
in left VLPFC and a decrease of affect-related somatosensory
activity. VLPFC activity was sensitive to subcortically triggered
startle reflex potentiation, with a trend for an increased sensitivity
during stimulation of the SVF. In addition, increasing VLPFC
activity tended to be associated with decreasing affect-related
somatosensory activity across subjects. Together, these findings
show that similar somatic responses can be associated with different phenomenal experiences of affect, depending on the level of
cortical stimulus processing. Furthermore, they provide evidence
for a role of the VLPFC in this process.

The role of the VLPFC
The VLPFC (here we use the term VLPFC to refer to the part of
the lateral prefrontal cortex above z = 0 and below z = 30, see
Ochsner and Gross, 2005) has been implicated in maintenance
of goals, integration of relevant information, and response
selection both in pure cognitive tasks (e.g. Konishi et al., 1999;
Prabhakaran et al., 2000; Andersson et al., 2004) and in behaviour involving affect (for reviews see Spence et al., 2004; Ochsner
and Gross, 2005).
In the current study, VLPFC activity was increased when the
patients’ phenomenal experience of affect was decoupled from
somatic changes. Moreover, the stronger the somatic changes

were, the stronger was the increase in VLPFC activity. This is
in line with a role of the VLPFC in monitoring and integrating
information about somatic changes and contextual information.
In addition to its role in monitoring and integrating information,
neuroimaging studies also suggest a specific role of the VLPFC in
control of affect. A growing body of literature provides evidence
for a modulatory role of the VLPFC in voluntary regulation of
emotion (for review, see Ochsner and Gross, 2005). However,
VLPFC activity is also observed during unintended, ‘passive’ suppression of affect as in placebo effects (Wager et al., 2004;
Petrovic et al., 2005; Kong et al., 2006), when cognitive processing is required against an affective background (Yamasaki et al.,
2002; Northoff et al., 2004; Blair et al., 2007), or in ambiguous
social situations that require response inhibition (Cunningham
et al., 2004; Greene et al., 2004). Behavioural studies have
shown that voluntary emotion regulation can effectively modulate
startle reflex potentiation (Jackson et al., 2000; Dillon and Labar,
2005; Eippert et al., 2007), and imaging studies on voluntary
emotion inhibition often report a modulation of activity in the
amygdala (Beauregard et al., 2001; Ochsner et al., 2002, 2004;
Ohira et al., 2006; Eippert et al., 2007), a structure that mediates
startle reflex potentiation (Rosen and Davis, 1988; Angrilli et al.,
1996). In the current study, increased VLPFC activity did not result
in a significant inhibition of startle reflex potentiation. Instead, we
found a significant reduction of affect-related somatosensory
activity. Inhibition of affect-related cortical activity in medial prefrontal, insular and parietal regions has commonly been reported
in both studies on voluntary inhibition of emotion (Ochsner et al.,
2002, 2004; Kalisch et al., 2005, 2006) and studies in which affective information was passively suppressed (Gorno-Tempini
et al., 2001; Northoff et al., 2004; Wager et al., 2004). Thus,
while voluntary inhibition of affect might effectively inhibit the
amygdala and its efferents, involuntary ‘passive’ suppression of
affect might mainly attenuate activity in cortical regions representing affective somatic responses. This might lead to a decoupling of
somatic changes and phenomenal experience of affect and, in the
case of threat-related stimuli, result in a significant reduction of
negative affective experience.

Arousal-responses and arousal-related
brain areas
Increased VLPFC activity often concurs with increased activity in
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Beauregard et al., 2001;
Yamasaki et al., 2002; Greene et al., 2004; Wager et al., 2004;
Petrovic et al., 2005; Phan et al., 2005; Kong et al., 2006; Eippert
et al. 2007), a region that has been shown to play a specific role
in monitoring and signalling of conflict (Botvinick et al., 1999;
Carter et al., 2000, Bishop et al., 2004) and bodily states of
arousal (Critchley et al., 2003). It is interesting to note that neither
anterior cingulate cortex activity nor SCR (an indicator of sympathetic arousal) was increased in the current study. Thus, one might
speculate that conflict-related anterior cingulate cortex activity and
arousal might occur only if conflicting information results from
cortical processing, while subcortical affective information might
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Figure 5 (A) Relation between subcortically triggered startle
potentiation and VLPFC activity during stimulation of the BVF
(r = 0.84, P = 0.04) and SVF (r = 0.90, P = 0.02). (B) Relation
between VLPFC activity and affect-related somatosensory
activity (r = –0.54, P = 0.08). All responses during pairing are
subtracted with responses during habituation runs.
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reach the VLPFC cortex directly via orbitofrontal projections from
the amygdala (McDonald, 1998; Cavada et al., 2000).

Clinical implications

Limitations and open questions
The current study shows that in a rare neurological sample,
processing of the same visual stimulus can be associated with
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different phenomenal experiences of affect despite similar somatic
responses, and thereby provides important insights into human
emotion. At the same time, it leaves some challenging questions
unresolved.
First, it is not completely clear why the patients did not report
negative affect during stimulation of the SVF, particularly as
healthy controls did report negative affect when they underwent
the same experimental procedure as the patients (Anders et al.,
2005). One possibility is that in the patients, subcortical and
cortical representations of the visual stimulus acquired a different
meaning. In healthy controls the unpleasant scream was always
preceded by in-depth cortical visual processing of the face. In
contrast, in the patients, only half of the screams were preceded
by in-depth cortical visual processing. The other half of screams
was preceded by subcortical processing only. Thus the cortical
representation of the face might not have become a reliable
predictor of threat.
Secondly, because we did not want to make any a priori
assumptions regarding visual discrimination in the blind field, we
did not include a second visual stimulus that was not followed by
the scream. Therefore, we cannot exclude that affective somatic
information influenced affective experience to a certain degree
even when the face was visible, and that the patients would
have experienced a visual stimulus that was completely unrelated
to the scream as even more positive.
Thirdly, the correlation analyses in the current study rely on
between-subject analyses of a limited number of subjects. This
makes it impossible to fully investigate different relations between
somatic responses, brain activity and phenomenal experience.
It would be highly interesting to see whether the observed reduction of negative affective experience, when the stimulus was
visible, could be explained more comprehensively when more
variables were included in the model.
Finally, the current study does not reveal if, and if so how,
cortical processing might have altered concurrent subcortical

Figure 6 A model incorporating the observed relations between affective somatic changes (startle reflex potentiation), VLPFC activity,
and affect-related somatosensory activity in SII during stimulation of the BVF and SVF. During stimulation of the BVF, affect-related
somatic responses are associated with an increase of activity in SII and reports of negative affective experience (left). During stimulation
of the SVF, additional stimulus information resulting from in-depth cortical processing is available, and VLPFC sensitivity to somatic
responses increases. Increased VLPFC activity, in turn, attenuates somatosensory-related activity. We suggest that this reduction of
affect-related somatosensory activity leads to a decoupling of somatic changes and experienced affect and a reduction of negative
phenomenal experience (right).
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The current study shows that phenomenal experience of affect
and somatic changes can be decoupled in neurological patients.
Altered phenomenal experience of affect is a central aspect of
many neurological and psychiatric syndromes; and it is perhaps
the most disturbing factor from the patient’s perspective. The
current study provides evidence that inappropriate affective
experience may be the result of disturbed processing at different
levels. Inflated or shallow affective experiences might be a direct
consequence of inflated or shallow subcortically mediated somatic
responses, but they might also result from disturbed cortical control over somatic responses and/or cortical areas that represent
these responses. For example, a study by Carlsson et al. (2004)
found that patients with small animal phobia and healthy subjects
showed similar amygdala responses to phobia-related stimuli when
backward masking prevented cortical processing. Only when
stimulus presentation times were long enough to allow full cortical
processing did patients show prolonged amygdala activity, and this
was associated with a reduction of VLPFC activity. This suggests
that in phobia it is disturbed cortical processing and regulation that
leads to the disproportionate fear response. In a different study,
Rauch et al. (2000) found abnormally increased amygdala activity
in response to fearful facial expressions in post-traumatic stress
disorder patients even when backward masking prevented cortical
processing, possibly indicating altered subcortical processing in
patients with post-traumatic stress disorder.
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Conclusion
The current study shows that somatic responses and phenomenal
experience of affect can be decoupled depending on how much
cortical processing a stimulus receives. Taken together, our data
provide evidence for a model in which the VLPFC integrates
information about subcortically triggered affective somatic
responses and information resulting from in-depth cortical stimulus
processing. In this model, increased VLPFC activity leads to an
inhibition of affect-related somatosensory activity (Fig. 6).
Tentatively, we suggest that it is this inhibition of affect-related
somatosensory activity that can lead to a decoupling of somatic
changes and experienced affect, and to a reduction of negative
phenomenal experience, as observed in the current study.
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